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e are delighted to introduce you the second issue
of the magazine dedicated to the Erasmus+ project
Restart+ Communities. Building on success of
RESTART Entrepreneurship, our new generation follow-up
project aims to support the local community champions, who
can drive the sustainable transformation!
What is in this issue?
Our second issue walks you through the developments within
the project and the growth of our RESTART+ regional alliances
(p.X). We are excited to introduce you our first intellectual
output that aims to ease your journey of establishing regional
alliances for your local community rejuvenation – RESTART+
Communities’ Toolkit (p.4).
A corner stone of community rejuvenation is provoking
the entrepreneurial spirits within its dwellers and the one
that propagates the “greater good for all” mission – social
entrepreneurship dimension. However, the context, be it
environmental or political, is crucial for success. In this light, we
examine a recent National Social Enterprise Policy for Ireland
(p.14), look at the migration patterns in Romania (p.16) and learn
how to stimulate entrepreneurship in the context of low social
capital (p.18).

22 Location, Location, Location

As the pre-requisite of our project, we recognise that helping
the community to reach new peaks involves initiative from
local public stakeholders and their close interaction with each
other. With this in mind, we would like to share the stories from
Family Business Networks in Scotland (p.20), how University of
Lincoln (UK) engages with its rural environment (p.22), and how
an inclusive innovation network HUBb30 serves the territorial
development in Barcelona (p.24)

24 HUBb30: an inclusive network for

We hope the selection of the articles in this issue of our
magazine will motivate you to bring new practices to your own
community!

Co-creation at the core of growth

20

Family Business Networks
in Scotland
What Do We Know About University
Engagement in Rural Regions?
territorial development

Restart+ Communitites Partners

Restart+ Community Consortium

this project has been funded with the support
from the European Commission

The Erasmus+ project, RESTART+ Communities draws upon
the findings and results of its predecessor RESTART Entrepreneurship project, which aimed at supporting second-time entre-

Our goal

preneurs. In its second edition, RESTART+ Communities steps
forward to build the regional alliances of practice to equip community leaders with knowledge, resources and training opportunities to facilitate smart, sustainable and inclusive community
growth.

We establish

WE BUILD

WE TRAIN

WE PROMOTE

regional alliances for

the facilitators of

self-learning through open

community growth

transformative community

educational resources

RESTART+ Communities’ Alliances
in Ireland, Nothern Ireland,
Portugal and Romania

regeneration
Drawn from public, private and

We suppor t communities with these outputs:

non-prof it sec tors, each of 7 RES TART+ Communities’ consortium par tners bring valuable knowledge and net work s which will
contribute to the projec t goal.

Restar t + Communities’ Toolkit

Restar t + Communities’ Alliances
(Ireland, Nothern Ireland, Por tugal and Romania)

Restar t + Communities’ Self-A ssessment Tool

Restar t + Communities’ Open Educational Resources

Restar t + Communities’ Online Learning Plat form

to innovate and a high level of responsibility for
the proper spending of resources.
When it comes to community regeneration
there is no one size fits all approach. Balancing
community issues with the needs and drives
of large public or private bodies is tricky,
particularly

when

regeneration

resources

often flow from large and highly regulated
organisations. This is why we have pilot Restart
Alliance projects running in four regions and will
feedback experience from these on our website.
We see the potential benefits from an effective
community regeneration alliance as:
• Fast tracking knowledge into and out of
communities,

allowing

communities

access

to wider horizons, spreading innovation and
increasing the pace of change.
• A mechanism for pooling resources

A PR ACTICAL GUIDE ON WHY AND
HOW TO SET UP A RES TAR T +
COMMUNIT Y ALLIANCE

• More sustainable economic opportunities
based in the community, with a particular focus
on creating and expanding social enterprises
• More emphasis on community heritage and
the value of community efforts
• More collective influence on local and regional
public bodies which are difficult for small groups
or organisations to access
If any of these potential benefits resonate with
you or your community then you should consider

A

scoping the possibilities for building an alliance
Restart + Alliance is a relatively small

community aspirations, knowledge and passion

group of key people who come together

and not external ideas of what the community

as a catalyst for change in a particular

should be.

place. It brings together a balanced set of

There are a lot of very dedicated community

representatives from public, private and non-

volunteers working hard in their own individual

profit community organisations working on

ways.

social, economic or physical regeneration.

experience

in your area. To support you, we have devised
a Restart + Communities’ Toolkit: A practical
guide on why and how to set up a Restart +

@RESTART_europe

Community Alliance, which you can download
right here. ■

These volunteers have a wealth of
and

knowledge

about

their

@RestartCommunities

communities, but few channels to express this
Across Europe there are lot of networking and

knowledge or to match it to opportunities for

strategic bodies that fit into this description and

regeneration. When local people are offered the

a lot of time is already being invested in these

chance to come together and channel resources

bodies. However the kind of alliances we are

into the community, as for example in the Big

proposing are different in that they are driven by

Local programme in the UK, there is a willingness
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News from the Restart + Alliances

DOLHEȘTI COM MU NIT Y AT THE
WORLD CONGRESS OF CU LINARY
TR ADITI ONS IN SIBI U, ROM ANIA

T

the

of the commune: the members of the Folkloric

We have been an unknown community until

community, members of the Restart+

international gastronomy the authentic tastes

Ensemble, the village priest, the postman and

recently, so for us the participation to this event

Regional Alliance from Romania, together

specific to the Moldovan villages. The event

also housewives and households from the

was a valuable experience that gave us the chance

with representatives of the North-East Regional

was a very beneficial exchange of experience for

village. The participation to this event was also a

to present the culinary traditions of the area and

Development Agency, took part at the World

the Dolhesti community as the representatives

great opportunity to organise the third Restart+

the gastronomic abilities of the housewives from

Congress of Culinary Traditions, that was held

had access to a set of successful projects

Community Alliance meeting within the Restart+

the village.

in 17 – 20 November, in Sibiu, Romania within

implemented internationally, which can be

project "Communities in action".

the project “Sibiu - European Gastronomic

transposed into the local context.

he

representatives

of

Dolhești

opportunity to

put

on

the

map

of

The most important thing about our community

Region in 2019”. The congress brought together

Mrs. Mirela Nechita, the founder of Somuzului

is that people gained great confidence in their

delegates from over 22 countries who presented

On this occasion, the customs and wedding

Valley NGO,

Dolhesti village, gave us an

values, and this is how we found the force to go

wedding traditions and customs and also cooked

menus specific to the North-East region of

interview in which she speaks about the

forward in any project with dignity and dedication.

traditional wedding menus from the country or

Romania were presented and local authentic

importance of participating in this kind of events

We value and promote traditional crafts, dishes,

region in which they live.

gastronomy was promoted. The delegation was

and also about the community’s values.

hidden places.. Every pot, jug, wodden barrel, old
receipt has its own story. Dolhesti is a village where

led by Mrs. Roxana Pintilescu, Director of NorthThe North-East Regional Development Agency

East Regional Studies Center, as Project Manager

“The participation in this event, was a great

the inhabitants are proudly keeping their old and

represented the North-East Region of Romania

within the Restart+ project. by Mrs. Mirela

opportunity to promote the local gastronomy, in

valuable traditions, and are open to share local

with a delegation of the Dolhesti Commune

Nechita, President of the Somuzului Valley NGO,

the country and worldwide. At the congress we

legends, rituals and customs.” ■

- Suceava county, at the World Congress of

Mr. Cristinel Barculescu, Mayor of Dolhestii

have met special people and we had the chance

Culinary Traditions.

Mici

to discover unique gastronomic cultures from all

Commune,

Mr.

Gheorghe

Ciocarlan,

Coordinator of the Folkloric Ensemble “Strajerii”
The participation in this event was a great

continents.

and gathered a number of 36 representatives
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News from the Restart + Alliances

1. Who are you?

Feedback included:

2. How can you help local organisations who

Effectiveness – “very informative”, “open
and communicative”, “project outputs were
communicated and a new network was formed”,
“very useful networking opportunity”.

work in the community/voluntary sector?
Both community/voluntary reps and agency
reps were asked to prepare a maximum of 3
minute response.

Efficiency – “ran very smoothly”, “adaptations
were made that were appropriate as the event
unfolded”.

We chose an informal room with comfy chairs
to help people relax. Along with a TV screen and
laptop which we used to show some of the video

Main strengths – “the relaxed atmosphere
and environment helped ensure engagement
from all participants”, “openness and
honesty of discussions”, “case studies”, “open
communications”, “networking with community
organisations and peers”, “great network for
common minds”.

case study content we developed, we arranged 4
flipchart pages tacked to the wall with the input
from the alliance members.

HOW DID LET TERKENNY
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ORGANISED THEIR M INI
RESTART+ NET WORKING
EVENT ?

On

arrival

each

participant

signed

the

registration including the photographic consent
form, received a name badge and were given a
Restart+ leaflet with some post it notes and a
pen.

Weaknesses – “post it notes weren’t required
as people openly engaged with each other”.

An overview of the project including its

outputs was given, introductions were made

Improvements for the future – “looking
forward to the next one”.

and the format was outlined. It was made clear
to each participant that they would be timed to
ensure they stick to the 3 minute slot, if it took

About halfway through the event, there was

less, that would leave more time for questions.

a break for pizza and light refreshments. We

We would alert the time limit by raising our

thought pizza was a good choice for a casual event

hand. Participants were invited to jot down their

so anybody could grab a slice and start talking to

questions for the various speakers or to indicate

whoever they wished. People were also asked to

the person they would like to speak to by sticking

use this time to post any questions or comments

a post-it with their name beside the name of the
Having had several Regional Alliance meetings

organised some pizza and drinks. But first, there

and met 9 community and voluntary organisations

was some work to prepare.

through our case studies we discovered that

Taking a conscious decision to keep the event

people within the community and voluntary

small and wanting to achieve a fun, interactive

sector have limited opportunity to network, share

outcome, we tried a new approach.

experiences and knowledge. We also discovered

invitation was sent to each of the target lists. We

that many of the challenges faced by organisations

asked community and voluntary representatives

had already been overcome by other organisations

to prepare answers to 3 questions:

in the same region but neither knew of the others

An email

1. Who are you?

experience.

2. Highlight one challenge your organisation

Mini Networking Event – the plan

has overcome.
3. If you could solve one problem for your

We invited members of our regional alliance
and community and voluntary organisations from

organisation what would it be?

within our stakeholder group to participate in

Meanwhile, representatives of development

a facilitated workshop style networking event.

agencies,

Having consulted them on the best time of the

local

authorities

and

support

organisations were asked to prepare the following

day to run this event, we settled on a two hour

questions:

slot 1600-1800. To keep the energy levels up we

8

person they wished to speak to.

to the posters. We were happy to report that not

Alternatively

one ‘post-it’ was needed. Although there were

for general questions, they were invited to write

twenty people in attendance, everyone felt they

general questions on the post-its and stick them

got the opportunity to have their say and ask

on the blank wall chart. We had a surveymonkey

questions. One attendee went so far as to say

evaluation prepared with QR codes for evaluating

they learned more over a slice of pizza and a chat

the event. We also captured notes along the main

than they ever learned at any workshop or class

points.

they have been to. Moving back to the couches,

Mini Networking Event – the reality

the floor opened up for general discussion.

The event was good humoured and we

Topics ranged from the benefits of networking

dispelled any nerves by informing everyone that

events, to staffing and youth involvement in

this was the first time we had delivered such an

organisations. People were not afraid to talk

event in this style. It relaxed everyone and broke

about the challenges they were facing which

the ice.

led to others saying how they overcame similar

Everyone stuck to the 3 minute time

slot (or less). The post-it props weren’t required as

encounters.

the conversation and discussion flowed naturally.

positive energy around the project among the

However, we believe that it was better to be

wider stakeholder network. Perhaps next time we

prepared to help stimulate discussion if required.

will forget the ‘post-its. ■

It was fun, interesting and honest.

9

The event helped to create a

News from Restart + Alliances

THE SECOND MEETING OF
THE RESTART+ ALLIANCE IN
LOUSADA, PORTUGAL

T

he meeting began with a presentation

open up the companies to the local community:

mentioned the importance of placing the whole

about the motivations, the partners

they could open the doors to students and

dynamic of volunteering in the regional alliance.

and the intellectual outputs of Restart+

organise visits

institutions.

The members of the regional alliance highlighted

project and the concept of the Community

Another idea was the possibility of developing

the importance of European programs in the

Alliance, the main activities to be developed and

tourism business, since there are foreign people

development of our community. They pointed

the benefits of its creation. Then we introduced

interested in coming to our companies to learn

the characteristics of the Toolkit. We addressed

about production in various areas, such as wines,

the steps needed to build a Restart+ Community

textiles, furniture, footwear and stone.

by educational

Alliance, the characteristics of an effective
Community Alliance, as well as the definition of

We discusses the IET – Tâmega Business

the vision, mission, objectives, strategies and the

Institute, a business incubator that covers this

action plan. We also spoke about the importance

region, a business incubator that promotes

of the transnational interconnections and the

and stimulates entrepreneurship competences.

interconnections among the members of the

Also, IET strengthens and prepares small

Community Alliance.

businesses to survive in the marketplace, that
currently has about 44 companies installed and

In the meantime, the discussion began on

20 virtual companies. One of the projects, the

identifying the needs and resources available

IET is developing, is BEEPATHNET – which is

in the community, the training needs and the

already showing tourists good practices in the

various public opinions in the region. Participants

area of honey, developed in the region. Another

mentioned the importance of creating a local

project is the "Jump Box" project, where the soft

group with critical and sustained opinions

skills of young graduates are being worked. It’s

about our community. We emphasized that the

important to work on the people personalities

Municipalities of the region have a very young

and talents, addressing the theme of national

population but there are needs to learn from

and international markets, because we are in the

other experiences, in order to understand what

era of globalization.

is being done in other communities. There is a

"Erasmus" and
"European Solidarity
Corps" programmes
as good practices in
terms of the exchange
of professionals
linked to education,
in the participation
of our youngsters in
training, volunteering
and employment
activities in other
countries of the
European Union

out the "Erasmus" and "European Solidarity
Corps" programmes as good practices in terms
of the exchange of professionals linked to
education, in the participation of our youngsters
in

training,

volunteering

and

employment

activities in other countries of the European
Union. They referred that such experiences are
extremely enriching in terms of empowering our
young people to be future community leaders
and to develop innovative projects in existing
or future companies.

Participants addressed

the possibility of conducting a survey to see
how many young people have access to an
international experience. It would be important
to encourage schools to get involved in
European project applications that could enable
international experiences for young people.
Participants mentioned the culture of the "Be
Proud" project, mentioning the importance of
working with the resources that the communities
already have available. It is important to

lack of "Soft Skills" for young people to be able

Participants referred the need to compile what

know the good projects we already have and

to understand the world that surrounds them, in

the region already does well, listing the existing

strengthen them. We still need to implement the

the sense of their evolution. It is important that

structural projects, such as the "Romanesque

"Be Proud" workshops in order to know what we

good practices from other countries are learned

Route" and the "Sagaz" project, in order to be

have in our territory and what we can do from

in our local community.

replicated in other contexts. They pointed out

our knowledge of the territory. ■

that senior universities are important in terms
Participants also pointed out that from the

of community revitalization. More and more

companies’ point of view, there is a great need to

these groups have a social concern. It was also
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News from Restart + Alliances

position of influence, to attract and to channel

As we move forward with the Alliance we

the investment it really needs, as opposed to the

need to consider the differing functions of our

investment that local or regional government

initial group, developing a frontline community

has decided to make. Considerable confidence

enterprise or representing and supporting their

and vision is required to say no to inappropriate

sector. These differences are challenging to

funding and to drive rather than passively

reconcile. While some regional networks may see

receive investment. A highly placed political

a role for themselves in the Alliance, others with

champion can be key to the achievement

considerable experience to offer may be under

of influence. Spreading the experience of

too much time pressure to commit. In evolving

established, successful groups could shortcut a

the Alliance we also want to reflect the issue

long and painful process for newer groups.

raised in the first meeting about increasing the
awareness and skills levels of council officers,

One of the standard tools for guiding and

political leaders and regional civil servants.

evidencing public investment in regeneration
is statistics on deprivation levels. However

Our next meeting is due to take place in

the fairly arbitrary statistical boundaries or

December, and in the meantime we are

definitions involved mean that a small struggling

extending our links with local social enterprises,

rural community within a larger area of affluence

forums and economic development teams,

THE VIEW FROM THE NORTHERN
IREL AND RESTART+ ALLIANCE

is easily overlooked. There may even be a

gathering momentum on the way. ■

G oing down the me mor y lane and di scussing the f irst
reg ional RESTART+ Alliance meeting in B an bridge ,
wh ich took place in Aug ust 2019 .

It is clear that to navigate the various barriers

reluctance in political leaders to acknowledge
that their area has any kind of issue that might
impact on its image.

to influence, community leaders need both
confidence and exposure to knowledge. The
phrase “exposure to knowledge” is deliberately
chosen to reflect the view that the word training
is not always appropriate in a community setting
where adults have a lot of skills already and may

T

find formal training off putting. That community
he first Alliance meeting for the Northern

that Northern Ireland seems to have existing

setting in our case can also come with a need

Ireland Region took place in Banbridge

training resources in some key areas, notably

for more than just access to training materials.

District Enterprise headquarters at the

in measuring social value and developing social

Some human guidance and mentoring could be

enterprises.

critical for creating effective community leaders

end of August, attended by local and regional

who can sustain a long development process,

groups with a combined membership totalling
more than 600 groups. These covered social

One of the first issues raised was a lack of

and this is something we will need to consider

enterprises, rural development, development

awareness in local gatekeepers, such as council

as we move on to creating an action plan for the

trusts and business development. The discussion

officers and councillors, of the needs and

Restart + Alliance.

identified some key issues for small groups

potential of small community regeneration.

and in the wider context that they work in. It

Without a grounding in effective regeneration

also underlined the fact that Northern Ireland

processes they are unable to direct officers and

has a lot of small community groups and has

policy to release much needed resources. On

some strong networking bodies with a diverse

top of this local level there is a regional structure

membership, but with scarce resources the

with a top down approach. With substantial

community and social enterprise sectors are still

political pressures, gatekeepers are often unable

struggling to make a major impact on the slow-

or unskilled in listening to small communities

moving business of government.

and translating what they hear into timely, cost
effective action.

Those at the first meeting were generous
with their experience and resources. As we

The net result of this issue it that it can take a

reviewed the assets available, it became clear

long time for a community group to get into a

12
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Context matters

assets to another organisation with a similar

2. Growing and Strengthening Social Enterprise:

mission.

The implementation of this objective focuses
on building the capacity of social enterprise,

These characteristics make social enterprises

improving business and leadership supports,

different from enterprises that operate for

improving access to finance and funding and

private profit. But they also sometimes make

improving access to markets. The Government,

it difficult for social enterprises to access the

in collaboration with relevant stakeholders, will

type of supports that are available to other

also conduct further research and analysis on the

enterprises to improve their business models.

operation of social enterprises within existing

Social enterprises are innovative, entrepreneurial

legal structures and assess the potential value of

and are increasingly utilising new technologies

a distinct legal form for social enterprises.

and creative approaches to address social,

3. Achieving Better Policy Alignment: To support

societal or environmental challenges.

better policy alignment for social enterprises, the

While the term “social enterprise” is relatively

Government will develop a better understanding

new in Ireland, the country has a long tradition

of the interaction between social enterprises

of non-State intervention in community and

and relevant policy areas across Government

social life which is consistent with the ethos of

and will improve data and how data is collected

social enterprise. Many social enterprises have

NATI ONAL SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
POLI CY FOR IREL AND 2019-2022

on social enterprises in Ireland.

emerged from the community and voluntary

The Policy sets out a series of 26 commitments on

sector and build on the work of that sector in

the part of Government across these Objectives,

addressing social challenges. Thus, many social

for the development of social enterprise over

enterprises in Ireland are governed by voluntary

the period 2019 to 2022.

boards.

Bringing about change

While the Policy may have been a long time

It is widely anticipated that, through the

coming, the hope is that the implementation

I

implementation

of it will open new opportunities for social
n this article, our guest author Margaret Larkin,

throughout Ireland have worked long and hard

enterprises to contribute to the development of

Community Development Manager, Donegal

for many years to champion social enterprise,

local communities, and to support many of those

Local Development Company and Restart

to promote the concept and the approach

most vulnerable in society, thus enable social

Communities regional stakeholder shares her

that social enterprises takes to achieving

enterprise to reach its full potential.

views on recently launched ‘National Social

social impact. The community & voluntary

Enterprise Policy for Ireland 2019-2022’

sector have for years called for a Government

In July of this year Minister Michael Ring
launched the National Social Enterprise Policy
for Ireland 2019-2022. It is the first Government
Policy for Social Enterprise in the history of the
State and as such is a defining document which
will specifically support the development of

Policy which would support the development
acknowledge the social benefit they provide

key Objectives:

and the gaps in service from statutory bodies

1. Building Awareness of Social Enterprise: In

the community and voluntary sector in Ireland.

Social enterprises are businesses whose core

profile of social enterprise in Ireland, identify

The Policy marks the start of a new phase in

objective is to achieve a social, economic or

conference.

new jobs at community level throughout Ireland.

Like other businesses, social enterprises trade

initiation

sector who have for years been calling for this
recognition of the sector and acknowledgement
of the challenges within.
Volunteers

and

community

representatives

any surpluses they generate are reinvested into
social objectives.

the level of commitment from volunteers
whilst also highlighting the need for a strategic
approach to delivering on the objectives.
It is widely recognised that gaps exist in training,
funding and in a cohesive approach to delivery
of supports to social enterprise, with governance
and compliance as well as business mentoring
and development. Development of this National
Social Enterprise Policy for Ireland marks the

enterprise and host an annual social enterprise

profit for its owners or shareholders
in goods or services on an ongoing basis, but

volunteers is truly remarkable. By developing

and promote best practice examples of social

and has the potential to deliver thousands of

welcomed by the community and voluntary

and the supports and services delivered by

will work with social enterprise stakeholders
to develop an awareness strategy to raise the

It is a new policy for a new era and is warmly

The culture of volunteerism in Ireland is strong

implementing this policy objective Government

What is a Social Enterprise?

environmental impact, rather than maximising

develop social enterprise will be delivered.

this Policy Government has now acknowledged

social enterprise activity as a vital component of

the development of social enterprise in Ireland

things will

particularly in rural Ireland, to sustain and

Objectives:
The Social Enterprise Policy is focused on three

disadvantaged communities throughout Ireland.

policy,

change and the supports desperately needed,

National Social Enterprise Policy for Ireland

of social enterprise and would recognise and

which many are addressing across rural &

of this

first step in supporting the development of
social enterprise activity as a vital component of

The policy aims to support social enterprise
and

start-ups

through

the community and voluntary sector in Ireland. ■

targeted

programmes and initiatives, to explore the
scope for further inclusion of social enterprise
and

social

entrepreneurship

modules

in

It is governed in a fully accountable and

the education and training system and for

transparent manner and is independent of the

promoting social enterprise as a viable model for

public sector. If dissolved, it should transfer its

entrepreneurs and social innovators.

Authored by: Margaret Larkin
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ANALYSIS OF ROM ANIA’S
EX TERNAL MIGR ATION

A

bout a quarter of a million Romanians

In the first year after accession to the European

migrated

more

Union, Romania recorded the peak of external

temporarily

to

economically developed countries for

migration, 544.074 people (an emigration rate

financial, professional, or family reasons, in

of 25.7‰). In 2017, the number of temporary

2017. Of the total Romanian emigrants, about

emigrants is at the highest level recorded after

85% are people aged 15-64, economically

2009, although the average monthly nominal

active. The main reasons for external migration

net wage in Romania has steadily increased in

are attributed to (1) the dissatisfaction with

recent years.

low income, (2) precarious jobs, (3) the lack of
real opportunities for professional and social

Thus, starting from an average monthly nominal

achievement, (4) the wish of improvement in the

net wage of 1042 lei in 2007, it reached 2383

quality of life for themselves and their families.

lei in 2017, which means an increase of 128%
as compared to the moment of joining the

Statistical analysis of external migration during

European Union. Even if there were these wage

2007-2017

increases, the Romanian employees still have

Together with the negative natural growth,

the lowest wages in the European Union, the

migration is an important cause of the constant

gap being significant. Even if wages have risen,

decrease of the Romanian population and

people do not have living standard comparing

contributes to the phenomenon of demographic

with the developed old EU Member States.

aging.

But not only wage earning has an influence on
migration, but the whole economic and social
climate characterized by an increased instability.
As seen in the charts on the right page, in
the year of joining the European Union, most
Romanians preferred Italy and Spain, but there
was a substantial change in the following 10
years, as United Kingdom becomes the most
attractive destination.
"The situation is very interesting and I think

Year
Number of emigrants per year
2007 		
544.074
2008 		
302.796
2009 		
246.636
2010 		
197.985
2011 		
195.551
2012 		
170.186
2013 		
161.755
2014 		
172.871
2015 		
194.718
2016 		
207.578
2017 		
219.327

there may be a predominance of the highly
skilled labor emigrating from these counties.
This is also confirmed by the fact that there is
a very large increase in the share of Romanian
emigrants who choose the UK as a destination.
Traditionally, the UK has attracted Romanian
emigrants who work mainly in the IT area, in the
medical sector and in the creative industries,

including architects, designers or people working
in the entertainment industry," said prof. Monica
Roman from the Department of Statistics and
Econometrics of the Bucharest Academy of
Economic Studies.
Reducing the massive brain drain phenomenon
in the following fields: research - academic,
medicine and information and communication
technology, is an important subject for Romania’s
workforce stability. Efforts should be made to
encourage return migration, which is ideal for
the countries of origin. This migration is defined
as brain circulation and it consists of acquiring
education/knowledge abroad and then finding a
job in the country of origin.
At present, the external migration of the
economically active population is a sociodemographic

risk

to

Romania’s

national

security, along with a decline in population and
demographic aging. In the absence of concrete
measures to reduce the flow of external
migration, this social phenomenon will have
socio-economic and demographic consequences
in the medium and long term. ■
Source: National Institute of Statistics, Romanian
Statistical Review Supplement, December 2018
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Context matters
regions. ■

Unfortunately, the European Union is very
diverse with regard to the level of social capital
characterizing

their member states.

References:

While

Scandinavia is commonly known as the region

Fukuyama, Francis (1995), Trust: The social

with particularly high social capital, not only in

virtues and the creation of prosperity (Free Press

EU but even in the worldwide context, there

Paperbacks).

are also European regions, where social capital

Scrivens, Katherine and Smith, Conal (2013), ‘Four

is low or even very low. Specifically, post-

interpretations of social capital: An agenda for

communist regions tend to exhibit low levels of

measurement’, (OECD Publishing).

SC, which concern Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary,
Poland and other Visegrad Countries, but it also

Authored by:

refers to some regions in Germany that were

Maciej Mitrega, Professor of Economics, University

a part of East Germany until the end of 80ties

of Economics in Katowice - Department of

in 20th century. Of course, it does not mean

Organizational Relationship Management.

that these are regions, where entrepreneurial
spirit is absent. Actually, some of these post-

This article originally appeared on PIETE project

communist economies develop dynamically,

website. Access the article here.

which is connected with many new companies

HOW TO STIMU L ATE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN
THE CONTEX T OF LOW
SOCIAL CAPITAL?

established

in

these

countries

and

Image credit: Skitterphoto via www.pexels.com

more

effective management of existing companies.
While low social capital is visibly disturbing
entrepreneurship in these regions, there are
also some leverages like relatively cheap labour,
effective education system and strong intrinsic
motivation among people for improving their life
conditions.
Nevertheless,

while

these

regions

have

progressed enormously since they have switched
towards market economies, the economic growth
cannot be powered by economic efficiencies

T

only. Further development is largely dependent
he so-called social capital (SC) builds

actors. For example, when social capital is

the platform in every society for any

low, many people would not expect doctors of

innovative

people.

medicine to provide them with honest and high

Although the SC concept itself is rather a complex

quality health advisory, but they would rather

one when it comes to its multidimensionality

expect them to be driven by self-interest and

and measurement (Fukuyama 1995; Scrivens

opportunism in their interactions with patients.

and Smith 2013), this concept refers mainly to

Similarly, in the educational context, students

the level of trust between people in the society.

may have problems in relying on their teachers’

Thus, the magnitude of social capital in a given

competencies, because they would again expect

society represents the extent to which people in

some other unethical and unprofessional motives

this country treat themselves as reliable in their

driving their behaviour. One can easily imagine

socio-economic roles, outside their family ties.

the difficulties created for entrepreneurs, while

In the absence of social capital, people do not

they try to launch and manage their businesses

expect other people would behave accordingly

in such extreme context.

actions

between

to the requirements they should fulfill as social

on moving towards more innovation-based
economies. In turn, innovations (especially radical
ones) demand collaborative actions which is
very visible in international supply chains, where
most successful new products are developed
as a result of collaborative product design,
development and joint commercialization. If
the level of social capital is low, the flow of
knowledge between social actors may be not
enough for boosting innovations, i.e. resulting in
new brands recognizable on international scale.
Stimulating entrepreneurship in such context
may demand special approaches, because some
traditional methods may not provide adequate
means to do so. This creates the major challenge
especially for education and institutions in these
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FA M ILY BUSINESS NET WORKS
IN SCOTL AND

S

cotland

is

a

comparatively

small

profits before tax, gave around £16.6 billion in

country, with a population of around 5.4

turnover and represented around 11% onshore

million (National Records Office) and a

GDP, employing 103k people. The ecosystem

landmass of around 80k km². Family business

of the individual family influences, for better or

is a fairly young field of academic research

worse, the environment, in which the business

but one where the economic importance to

developed, and hence influences the part

Scotland appears both obvious and obscure.

that business might play in engagement with

Family businesses make up between 65-

the wider world. Family business therefore

80% of businesses worldwide (depending on

offers an alternative lens to consider the

definition and location) and are particularly

social organization of businesses, offering

important in rural areas. Despite this, they do

universities an alternative approach in the

not get featured heavily in official business

development of their engagement networks.

statistics. In Scotland (and indeed the UK),

To facilitate interaction and cooperation with

business statistics tend to be collated based

family businesses in Scotland, Queen Margaret

on a business type, size or sector of operation.

Business School has developed a strategic link

Ownership type, including a family dimension,

with a UK based organization called Family

is important because research indicates that

Business

family businesses behave differently from their

began in England and during its expansion to

corporate cousins. Raising awareness of family

Scotland developed strategic partnerships with

business amongst policymakers and finding

be physically present on the Road Trip or not.

Interested to learn more? Contact Prof Claire

educators. In developing an inclusive family

routes to support family business was identified

Further, in a country with many rural areas, the

Seaman at cseaman@qmu.ac.uk or via social

business community for Scotland, FBU Scotland

as a key area for development in collaborative

Road Trip dissipates the sense of isolation and

media (LinkedIn – Prof Claire Seaman; Twitter @

built a platform for the provision of education,

research between Family Business United

makes it easier for relatively remote regions to

ClaireSeaman)

events and communication as well as offered a

Scotland and Queen Margaret University and

join in. Given the relatively greater importance

university the opportunity to engage with the

enacted via a network of family businesses.

of family business in remote and rural areas,

Authored by: Claire Seaman, the Chair of

family business community on a longer-term

The network contributes to mutual awareness

this is a crucial facet of the network. By joining

Enterprise and Family Business at Queen Margaret

basis.

the networks that exist independently from

University in Edinburgh.

United.

Family

Busines

United

of and education for family businesses and

individual projects, a ‘habit of engagement’

in addition provides rigorous information for

A recent example of this work is the Scottish

policyholders.

builds with long-term benefits for university-

This article originally appeared on University-

Family Business Road Trip, where a sponsored

business engagement and on-going benefits for

Industry innovation Network (UIIN) website.

car visits businesses across Scotland facilitating

businesses. ■

Access the article here.

Families run some of the best-established

events for locals throughout the journey. The

businesses in Scotland. In 2018, research by

individual businesses have an opportunity to

Fire Brigade Union (FBU) Scotland with partners

tell parts of their business and family story.

that include Queen Margaret Business School

The stories and pictures contribute to profile

indicated that the Top 100 family businesses in

via social media and keep the network alive

Scotland alone contributed around £1 billion in

in the minds of participants whether they can

20
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of Lincolnshire in East Midlands and has

stakeholders. This gets us back to the starting

expanded significantly in the first two decades

point: what

of its existence. Therefore, it provided an

successful university engagement in different

interesting case for observing how a university

regional contexts? The case of UoL gave a

can efficiently engage with local stakeholders

glimpse of its features in rural regions, but if

in a rural region. UoL has strategically aimed

one-size-does-not-fit-all, the whole discussion

to develop a set of structures to support the

around university engagement should become

regional economy, especially to liaise more with

broader, taking different specific territorial

local businesses. It has also tried to address the

characteristics

problem of retaining graduates in the area, for

environment into account. ■

example, by offering graduates free services and

do we

actually know about

affecting

HEIs

operational

small-scale grants to foster entrepreneurship.

Find more details about the case of University of

The establishment of these and other support

Lincoln in a recently released article “Third mission

activities as well as local large-scale business

and

collaboration initiatives, including the Lincoln

entrepreneurial architecture in rural regions”,

Science and Innovation Park, is considered as a

published in Regional Studies, Regional Science,

concrete way to attract more companies to the

Vol. 6, 2019, special issue on ‘Universities,

region – though the activities are mostly located

innovation and regional development.’

regional

context:

assessing

universities’

in the central Lincoln.
Authored by: Maria Salomaa, a project Specialist

LOCATI ON, LOCATION, LOCATION
WHAT DO WE KN OW ABOUT U NIVERSIT Y
EN GAGEM ENT IN RU R AL REGI ONS?

Many of the UoL’s engagement activities, varying

at Tampere University of Applied Science and a

from offering state-of-the-art facilities to a range

former RUNIN network PhD Researcher.

of business support services to local companies,
often result from a tight collaboration with the

This blog originally appeared at University Industry

regional stakeholders, in particular, with the local

innovation Network (UIIN) website. The article can

authorities. They expect the university to take

be accessed here.

action in the absence of other local knowledge
institutions. These partnerships, typically on top

Picture credit piviso via Pixabay

management level, as well as demands of the
local job market have influenced UoL’s curricula
design. As an example, the establishment of the

A

UoL’s new engineering school resulted from a
recent case study of the University of

due to a diverse economic base, lower skills

long-term cooperation with Siemens Ltd. The

Lincoln (UK) suggests, that perhaps

level, geographical remoteness (Charles, 2016)

local priority sectors, such as agriculture and

university

be

and weaker entrepreneurial traditions (Oftedal

food manufacturing, also steer UoL’s research

further studied in different regional contexts.

& Foss, 2015). Another issue is that universities

orientation towards serving local businesses.

Currently, the research literature is focused on

in rural regions tend to be smaller satellite

a rather idealistic ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach

campuses, so they struggle to respond to the

These tentative findings from the case of UoL

to university engagement, which overlooks the

local expectations often based on the capacity

imply that universities located in rural regions

importance of regional environment. However,

of full-range universities. However, universities

have to deal with increased expectations and

we know that finding synergies with specific

in rural regions do their share: they contribute

take leadership outside of academia. Top-level

local conditions and universities’ institutional

to regional development e.g. by increasing skills

linkages with external stakeholders steer both

responses can be problematic (e.g. Benneworth

levels, offering local access to higher education

the structures and the strategic choices towards

et al. 2016), so a particular regional context

and responding to regional educational needs

serving the local job market and regional priority

does matter. The case of Lincoln, examined

(Charles, 2016). Often universities in rural

sectors. However, the engagement is linked

through entrepreneurial architecture framework

environments can actually have a stronger

more to individuals than institutions, which

originally conceptualized by Vorley & Nelles

regional focus; for example, their strategic

makes it vulnerable to staff changes and quite

(2009), can shed some light on the characteristics

choices can be more employer-led and largely

complicated to manage. The implementation of

of university engagement in rural regions.

based on regional priority sectors.

engagement activities could be more effective if

engagement

should

it did not rely on strong personal commitment of
Delivering third stream activities in such sparse

This is exactly the case with the University

a few individuals, but on strategic institutional

innovation ecosystem can be more complicated

of Lincoln (UoL). It is located in a rural region

efforts to work more closely with external
23
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HUBB3 0: AN INCLUSIVE NET WORK
FOR TERRITORIAL DEVELOPM ENT

“H

ub b30” is an open innovation

major public universities: the UAB and the

network

promote

UPC. These capacities include research centers

economic

of the CSIC and IRTA; the UAB Research Park

the

development

and

created

to

collaboration,
social

cohesion

of

the

and the ESADE Creapolis business school. The

territory in which the Autonomous University of

possibilities of contribution of territory B30 to a

Barcelona (UAB) is located.

socioeconomic development of Catalonia based
on the knowledge economy are extraordinary

The B30 territory is made up of 23 municipalities

and innovation agents, local administrations and

The logic of Innovation Brunch is “top-down”,

citizens of the B30 have their place. It offers

in the sense that the proposed topics take into

contacts, experts, resources and services to

account the characteristics of the territory and

public and private organizations to help them

its opportunities for research, development and

detect and solve challenges in an efficient,

innovation from a strategic viewpoint. Since

innovative and competitive manner. It promotes

2019 however and in order to complement the

access to knowledge about markets, financing,

action of Hubb30 with a “bottom-up” logic,

technology and patents; to equipment and

differentz events were organized “on demand”

scientific-technical infrastructures; to advisors

by and with the agents of the territory, the

in innovation and entrepreneurship; to research

Innovation Mornings. The objective of this

staff; and specialized training among others.

second typology of events is to work on

One of the first activities organized to promote

problems, challenges and solutions utilizing

interaction

and

collaboration

among

local

stakeholder and boost knowledge transfer to the
territory are the Hubb30 Innovation Brunches.
These events are opportunities for networking
between researchers, companies, entities and
users and articulate collaborations around

Design thinking methodologies. This line of work
has been initiated this year with the following
two themes:
1. Mental Health and Employment
2. Business training needs

specific topics that combine technologies and

In essence, the Hub30 initiative is still young, but

of knowledge and technology that it integrates.

diverse sectors.

step by step recognition is being obtained both

an area of 485km² and has more than one million

In this context, the strategy of the Universitat

In each of the announcements, a practical

inhabitants. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that

Autònoma de Barcelona is to play a role as a node

it represents the main industrial agglomeration

of metropolitan knowledge. The consolidation of

of Catalonia and Spain with almost 30,000

this paper depends, among other things, on the

companies (providing occupation for almost

ability of the University to functionally integrate

400,000 workers (1) located within its area.

into the territory of which it is a part. But linking

marketing and business model innovations.

the university with the rest of the actors is not

To date, the following twelve Innovation Brunches

an easy task in the context of the metropolitan

have been celebrated. On each one of the 12

area of Barcelona, characteristic of its variable

topics, the UAB Research Park has produced

Since the Hubb30 was initially created and

geographies and changing boundaries in a

an associated technological surveillance report

impulsed by the Universitat Autònoma de

reality that adopts urban models in the form of

that integrates a vision of trends and innovation

Barcelona, the UAB Research Park, Eurecat and

a network (3).

around the thematic, as well as a related patent

the B30 Area Association to promote innovation,

Born from the municipal partnership ÀmbitB30,

analysis. The various reports produced so far

further key RDI actors in the territory also

are available and can be consulted here. The 12

decided to adhere to the HUB (UPC, Sincrotró

Technological Surveillance Reports of the Hub

Alba, ESADE Creapolis) and the key local

in the territory that hosts it. The systematic

b30 Innovation Brunch can also be found here.

administrations (County Council, Innovation

interaction it maintains, likewise, helps to

As in these sessions, the most disruptive

determine the role of the university in the

technologies, trends and experts in the field

territorial network of centers and sub-centers

are exposed, they generate a lot of interest

to which it belongs.

among the business, social RDI and social

precisely because of the potential for transfer

in a valley that is crossed by the AP7 (B30) highway
that connects the different municipalities, with

In this sense, approximately 50 kilometers of
the highway axis called B30 structure a territory
of a great demographic, economic and social
relevance.
In this territory a series of very singular
circumstances come together that explains
why it is internationally known as an innovative

initiative Hub b30 helps UAB to be linked locally

region (2). Not only does it have a high intensity

and understands the logic of the various actors

of companies, but also a high presence of
scientific-technical institutions. It hosts one
of the most advanced light laboratories in the
world, the Alba Synchrotron, as well as two

The

Hub

b30

contributes

to

the

UAB

understanding the logic of the various actors in
the B30 territory, to which it is linked, and to
determine the role of the university in a complex
network of companies, entities, centers and
subcentres.
Born in 2018, the Hub B30 is conceived as a
co-creation and co-creation ecosystem inspired
by the 4 propellers, where companies, research

24

case

of

collaboration

between

diverse

agents is presented to the public and in
order to demonstrate successful examples
of

technological,

social,

product,

process,

fabric of the B30 territory. Consequently, they
contribute to generating interactions that in the
medium-longer term could become consolidated
cooperation in research and innovation projects.
The available data (4) confirm positive feedback
from the participants that make up the quadruple
propeller of field B30. They indicate that 68%
of participants appreciate their satisfaction and
efficiency between 3 and 4 points out of a total
of 4.

locally and supralocal and international level.
Probably one of the most interesting success
indicators of a hub is the quality and volume of
the actors that have adhered to it or participated
in the diverse activities.
Having reached the interest of RDI agents and
local administrations for Hub b30, the company/
industry membership phase is now underway.

Agency of Catalonia ACCIÓ). In 2020 it is
expected to continue growing and to gain more
diversity and efficiency with the adherence of
the representatives of companies and industry
of the territory B30 to the HUB. ■

Sources:
1. Associació Àmbit B30 (2015) Estratègies per a una millora en la competitivitat
de la indústria a l’àmbit B30.
2. AMB (2018) Estratègia territorial de l’Àmbit B30 per al desenvolupament
econòmic inclusiu i sostenible.
3. Arcos(2019) Universidad, territorio y desarrollo local. Un análisis de la
Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona.
4. PRUAB (2019) Internal Document Elaboration.
Authored by: Roser Salvat Jofresa, Hafsa El Briyak Ereddam (Parc de Recerca
UAB) and Konstantinos Kourkoutas (CORE Ciutats UAB)
This article originally appeared on UCityLab project website. Access the article
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